[Neuroimaging and functional analyses for multiple sclerosis].
For neuroimaging studies of multiple sclerosis(MS) lesions, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is most useful, while evoked potentials(EPs) are commonly used for functional analyses of neural damage due to MS. This review summarizes the MRI and EP findings in MS. MS lesions are visualized as high signal intensity lesions on T2-weighted images, proton density(PD)-weighted images, and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery(FLAIR) images, while such lesions demonstrate a low signal on T1-weighted images. New MS lesions are usually enhanced by gadolinium-DTPA on T1-weighted images, and the enhancement generally lasts 4 to 8 weeks. In Asian patients with MS, opticospinal MS(Asian-type MS) shows a significantly smaller numbers of brain MRI lesions than conventional MS(Western-type MS), while opticospinal MS shows a significantly higher frequency of the spinal cord atrophy on MRI than conventional MS. EPs are useful for detecting lesions located in certain portions of the central nervous system. MRI is not sensitive enough to detect small lesions in the optic nerves and spinal cord, whereas EPs are sensitive for optic nerve and spinal cord lesions. Thus, combined use of MRI and EPs is required for the diagnosis and the optimal monitoring of disease activity in MS.